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Introduction 

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) accounts for approxi-
mately 15% of adult leukemia cases, with an annual inci-
dence of between 1 and 2 cases per 100,000 persons.1,2 The
course of CML is bi- or triphasic; the initial, chronic phase
(CP) is asymptomatic in approximately 40% of cases, but can
be followed by an advanced accelerated phase (AP) and/or a
blast crisis phase, which may prove fatal.3 CML is a
hematopoietic malignancy whose pathophysiology depends
upon the presence of the oncoprotein BCR-ABL.4

Current treatment has evolved over the years and usually
involves the use of oral BCR-ABL inhibitors.2,5 Imatinib was
the first such agent to be introduced as first-line therapy.6

Newer agents have emerged, namely dasatinib and nilo-
tinib,7,8 which are associated with higher efficacy compared
with imatinib, and acceptable tolerability in patients with
newly diagnosed CML-CP.9-12 

The introduction of BCR-ABL inhibitors has greatly
increased the life expectancy for patients with CML and has
transformed this disease from an incurable malignancy to a
manageable chronic condition. Current guidelines and recom-
mendations state that patients with adequate response to
BCR-ABL inhibitors (in the absence of intolerance) should be
continued indefinitely on the established treatment.2,5

Suboptimal adherence is a serious issue in the management

of chronic conditions. Multiple studies across various chronic
conditions and therapies, including human immunodeficien-
cy virus (HIV) infection, hypertension or depression, have
shown that suboptimal therapy adherence is common and
clearly contributes to worse clinical outcomes for patients.13

According to recent prospective clinical trials, this is also the
case in CML.14,15

The objective of this systematic literature review is to: i)
quantify non-adherence to BCR-ABL inhibitor therapy and its
consequences on clinical and economic outcomes; and ii)
address definitions and methods used to evaluate adherence
in CML, identify predictors of non-adherence and potential
patient populations at risk of non-adherence, identify poten-
tial adherence differences across treatments, and review
existing adherence-enhancing interventions.
A quality assessment of the included papers is performed to

help establish the reliability and generalizability of the study
findings. The analysis also provides an opportunity to identi-
fy additional gaps in research in the literature.

Methods

A systematic review of the literature was conducted to
identify all studies reporting on adherence with BCR-ABL
inhibitor treatment for CML. The review complies with the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
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BCR-ABL inhibitors for treating chronic myeloid leukemia in chronic phase have transformed a previously incurable
malignancy into a manageable condition. However, suboptimal medication adherence has been observed with these
agents affecting clinical outcomes and healthcare costs. In order to raise awareness of the problem of adherence, and
before developing pragmatic strategies to enhance medication adherence, a deep understanding of the best approach-
es for measuring adherence in chronic myeloid leukemia patients and identifying non-adherence is required. A sys-
tematic literature review on the prevalence, measurement methods, consequences and risk factors for non-adherence
to BCR-ABL inhibitors and adherence-enhancing interventions was performed and critically appraised. Of the 19
included articles, 9 were retrospective. Average adherence varied from 19% to almost 100% of the proportion of pre-
scribed drug taken, but it was measured through various different methods and within different study groups.
Suboptimal adherence was associated with a negative impact on both clinical and economic outcomes. There is a
lack of supportive evidence demonstrating a difference in adherence across BCR-ABL inhibitors and even contradic-
tory results between the 2nd generation inhibitors. Drug-related adverse events and forgetfulness were common rea-
sons for intentional and unintentional non-adherence, respectively, but further research is required to identify addi-
tional reasons behind non-adherence or patients at risk of non-adherence. Non-adherence in chronic myeloid
leukemia patients treated with BCR-ABL inhibitors is common and associated with critical outcomes. However, this
review highlights important existing gaps, reveals inconsistent definitions, and a lack of standardized methods for
measuring adherence in chronic myeloid leukemia. All require further investigation. 
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Analyses statement for systematic reviews.16 Publication
database (EMBASE, PubMed, and Cochrane Library) spe-
cific search terms consisted of both single and MeSH
terms for the disease, adherence and BCR-ABL inhibitor
therapy (Online Supplementary Table S1). The last search
was conducted on December 20th, 2011. Full-text refer-
ences were provided for the eligible abstracts that were
published after completion of the search process and the
analyses. In addition, and due to the lack of existing evi-
dence of adherence in CML, clinical and economic confer-
ence proceedings were also searched with a time limit of
three years. Preliminary inclusion (or exclusion) of a spe-
cific study or conference abstract was based on review of
the title and abstract by 2 independent reviewers against
pre-specified criteria (Table 1). Final inclusion of the study
was based on an in-depth review of the full manuscript.
Multiple variables were extracted from the articles to
answer study objectives (Online Supplementary Table S2).
The analysis was descriptive only. Since abstracts in con-
ference proceedings may only provide limited informa-
tion, and further, due to disparities between data present-
ed in an abstract and those included in a final report/peer
reviewed publication, data considered in the present
analyses consisted of those extracted from peer-reviewed
articles only; information from other retrieved conference
abstracts were used within the Discussion section when
considered relevant to the analysis carried out. 
Overall and individual risk of bias assessments were

undertaken on the included peer-reviewed publications to
assess study quality.17 The description of study population,
assessment of adherence measurement, type of study
analyses and any study limitation were specifically consid-
ered. In line with Cochrane guidelines, no formal scoring
system was used.17
Gaps in the existing literature on adherence were iden-

tified and research questions that could not be addressed
by the literature review were discussed according to
expert opinion during a full-day discussion with European
CML practitioners and adherence methodologists (adviso-
ry committee), and presented in this study report as add-
on information.

Results

Literature search
In total, 318 articles and 25 abstracts were identified.

After checking for duplicates between databases (n=67)
and applying the inclusion and exclusion criteria (237
studies were excluded), a final total of 39 studies (19 arti-
cles and 20 abstracts) were included in the review (Figure
1). An overview of the included articles is given in Online
Supplementary Table S3.14,15,18-54 Only 19 peer review articles
were analyzed and reported in the Results section.
Eight publications came from Europe,14,15,18,19,21,24,25,30 5

from the US,20,23,31-33 5 from Asia22,26,28,29,35 and one from
Australia.27 Almost half of the included studies were retro-
spective (9 of 19) and mainly conducted in the US and
Asia38,41,42,45,49,52,53 while half of the European studies  were
prospective (4 of 8).14,15,18,24

Patients’ characteristics and treatment
In general, the studies lacked details on patients’ base-

line characteristics, and when the information was avail-
able, the patient populations were heterogeneous in terms

of disease stage, disease duration, treatment and treatment
duration. Patients were predominantly male and the mean
age of patients across studies was 48 years. One study was
conducted on children with CML.29 Most of the studies
included CML patients only; however, 3 studies also
included patients with other diseases, which were gas-
trointestinal stromal tumors19,23 and multiple myeloma.27
If a diagnosis code was used, it was based on ICD9 for

CML patients. In 8 (42%) studies, patients were in CML-
CP,15,18,21,22,24,26,28,35 and in a further 2 studies patients could be
in any of the 3 CML phases.14,32 The disease duration var-
ied across studies, ranging from less than three months to
five years.
Only 7 studies reported risk scores or severity of CML,

mainly with Sokal risk score distribution,15,18,22,24 or with
the Hasford score distribution,18 or by CML severity (clas-
sified as usual, moderate or high,20 and moderate or severe
CML31). Only a few studies reported base-line comorbidi-
ties, primarily measured by the Charlson Comorbidity
Index23,31,32 and incidence of certain comorbidities such as
cardiovascular disease or diabetes.14,31,33
Imatinib monotherapy was the most common treat-

ment studied,14,15,18,20-29,32,35 whereas only 2 studies measured
adherence to dasatinib and nilotinib.31,33 Mean treatment
duration ranged between 6-63 months (Figure 2). Only
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Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Topic             Inclusion criteria                          Exclusion criteria

Study               All including reviews                          Pharmacokinetic 
design             (except pharmacokinetic studies, studies, phase I trials,
                         phase I trials, animal studies,         animal studies, 
                         in vivo/in vitro studies)                   in vivo/in vitro studies
Treatments    BCR-ABL inhibitors:                          Studies on other 
                         imatinib, dasatinib or nilotinib        treatments than 
                                                                                         BCR-ABL inhibitors
Populations    Patients with BCR-ABL                     Healthy subjects or 
                         positive CML, treated by                   patients without CML
                         selected treatments above              
Outcomes      Any                                                          Adherence to drug
                                                                                         therapy for conditions
                                                                                         other than BCR-ABL
                                                                                         positive CML
Reporting       All published studies                        Studies for which no full 
type                  for which full text is available         text is available (for 
                         for manuscripts, or abstract            manuscripts), or no
                         for conference events                      abstract (for conference 
                                                                                         proceedings)
Adherence     All studies reporting                         Studies reporting
                         adherence or compliance                persistence or 
                         (any definition,                                   discontinuation/stop 
                         except persistence                           of the CML treatment, 
                         or discontinuationa),                         also studies reporting 
                         outcomes, measures                        reintroduction of CML
                         or predictors                                       treatment after
                                                                                         discontinuation.
                                                                                         Studies only mentioning
                                                                                         adherence, but not 
                                                                                         reporting adherence 
                                                                                         outcomes, measures, 
                                                                                         or predictors
CML: chronic myeloid leukemia. aThe review did not investigate the effect of treatment
discontinuation other than issues of adherence, e.g. ongoing trials assessing a potential
cure of the disease after stopping treatment once the patient responds to treatment
were excluded.
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half of the studies reported initial doses of the drug
used.14,15,18,20,22,24,25,28,29,31,33,35

Definition, measurement methods and adherence
metrics
Adherence was not always clearly defined in the includ-

ed studies and almost half of the studies (7 of 19) did not
refer to any definition of adherence. Measurement meth-
ods for adherence varied according to the type of study
(retrospective, prospective or cross-sectional) (Figure 3).
Retrospective studies mainly used claims data and phar-
macy refill data to measure adherence. The most com-
monly used metric to measure adherence in these retro-
spective studies was the medication possession ratio
(MPR) defined as total days’ supply of the drug from index
date through to end of the follow-up period divided by the
number of days in the follow-up period.20,23,32,33 Various
approaches were used in prospective studies, e.g. electron-
ic compilation of drug dosing histories like Medication

Event Monitoring Systems (MEMS®),15,24 blood sampling to
measure drug levels,18 or diary logs and questionnaires in
cross-sectional studies.25,27 Few studies used a combination
of measurement methods such as a questionnaire or
patient diary log combined with pill count, appointments
kept or MEMS®.14,21 We assessed the adherence method
sampling rate used in each study to provide information
on the dynamics of adherence over time, as well as to pre-
vent a clear distinction being made between suboptimal
implementation of a dosing regimen and short persistence
in case of low sampling rate. In general, the rates observed
in this review were very low with yearly MPR computed
over the entire period of follow up.31,33 Automatic compila-
tion of drug dosing history data using an electronic moni-
tor resulted in a sampling rate of 4 per hour.15

Extent of non-adherence
The average adherence reported in studies varied from

19% to almost 100% of the proportion of prescribed drug

Adherence measure to BCR-ABL inhibitor CML therapy
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of included stud-
ies. The analysis was performed on 19
articles, whereas abstracts were only con-
sidered for inclusion in the Discussion.

Figure 2. Patient treat-
ment duration between
studies.
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taken during the total duration of the study, with differ-
ences according to the types of measurement methods
used: 19-98% for MEMS®, 34-79% for MPR based on
pharmacy refill data, 91% for pill count, 69-79% for pro-
portion of days covered (PDC) based on claims data,
between 67-97% for questionnaires, and between 70-98%
for studies using other methods such as diary logs,
appointments kept and dose prescribed versus dose
obtained.14,15,20,23,24,26,31,32 It was noted that higher estimates
of adherence were found in the prospective studies com-
pared with the retrospective studies.
When groups in the studies are displayed between

adherent and non-adherent following a cut off (usually in
the range of 80-90%, i.e. a patient was non-adherent if
intake was less than 80-90% of total medication) and

measured by MEMS®, MPR, or questionnaire, 3-56% of
patients were classified as non-adherent (Figure 4).14,15,22-
25,32,34

Non-adherence across BCR-ABL inhibitors
Clearly, there is a lack of available evidence showing a

difference in adherence across BCR-ABL inhibitors. A ret-
rospective cohort study reported a significantly higher
adherence measured by an average PDC of 79% for
patients treated with nilotinib compared with 69% for
patients treated with dasatinib as second-line therapy
(P=0.007).31 In contrast, one study showed that when
stratified by dose, patients receiving second-line nilotinib
were almost 2 times more likely to have poor adherence
using MPR less than 85% compared with patients receiv-

L. Noens et al.
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Figure 3. Methods used to
measure adherence per
type of study. Mixed refers
to a combination of meth-
ods (e.g. a questionnaire
in combination with
MEMS® [Medication Event
Monitoring Systems] or in
combination with pill
count and appointments
kept). 

Figure 4. Adherent and non-
adherent groups of patients in
studies. MMAS: Morisky
Medication Adherence Scale;
MEMS®: Medication Event
Monitoring Systems; MPR: med-
ication possession ratio; BAAS:
Basel Assessment of Adherence
Scale with Immunosuppressive
Medication.14,15,22-25,32,34
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ing second-line dasatinib at the current approved dose of
100 mg once daily.33

The consequences of non-adherence
Six studies reported on the clinical impact of non-adher-

ence and assessed only imatinib therapy.14,15,22,24,25,35 In the
prospective Adherence Assessment with Glivec:
Indicators and Outcomes (ADAGIO) study, Noens and
colleagues14 showed that, on average, patients with subop-
timal response had significantly higher mean percentages
of imatinib not taken than did those with optimal
response: 23% versus 7% using pill count (Figure 5A).14 In
addition, patients with a complete cytogenetic response
(CCyR) had significantly lower mean percentages of ima-
tinib not taken compared with those with an incomplete
cytogenetic response (9% versus 23%). In a separate study
of patients with CML who had achieved CCyR with ima-
tinib,15 6-year major molecular response rates were signif-

icantly lower for non-adherent patients (14% for patients
with adherence ≤90% using MEMS®) versus adherent
patients (94% for adherence >90%) (P<0.001). Two recent
studies confirmed the poor impact of suboptimal adher-
ence on clinical outcomes (Figure 5B).22,24
No studies were identified in the literature review that

investigated the impact of non-adherence on overall sur-
vival, safety, quality of life (QoL) or other patient reported
outcomes. 
However, 3 studies showed adherence impacted nega-

tively on resource utilization and costs. All were USA ret-
rospective claims database studies measuring adherence
with MPR.20,23,32 Higher adherence to imatinib was found
to be associated with a substantial decrease in healthcare
costs and resource use compared to lower imatinib adher-
ence patient groups. Despite greater drug costs associated
with patients with higher adherence, this is outweighed
by a decrease in inpatient costs.

Adherence measure to BCR-ABL inhibitor CML therapy
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Figure 5. Impact on clinical outcomes. (A) Impact on cytogenetic response.14 (B) Impact of poor adherence on event-free survival.22,24
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Predictors of poor adherence
Eight studies investigated the impact that various factors

had on influencing adherence. A general consensus was
found for the predictive factors identified in the literature.
From ‘most frequent’ to ‘least frequent’ these were:
adverse events (AEs);15,21 dose;14,15,20,27 disease duration;14
treatment duration;14,23 a good patient-physician relation-
ship and sufficient disease-related education.14,25
In CML, drug-related AEs were the most common rea-

son for intentional non-adherence whereas forgetfulness
was the most common reason for unintentional non-
adherence.21
Contradictory findings were found across studies on

relationship between adherence and age, gender, disease
severity, comorbidities, dosing schedule and concomitant
medication categories.

Interventions to improve adherence
The direct impact of interventions on adherence was

only assessed in one study.28 A patient counseling pro-
gram, called the ‘Happy club program’ provides details
such as the importance of optimal dosing, side effects, and
drug-food interactions, and also provides patients with
reminders, e.g. of the timing of their medication. This was
found to be effective in helping patients to persist with
imatinib medication, resulting in an improvement in over-
all adherence. Patient/physician interaction, patient educa-
tion and aids for reminding patients to take their medica-
tions were considered important in improving medication
adherence, but their direct impact on adherence was not
tested.14,21

Quality analysis
The reasons for exclusion or withdrawal of patients

were generally well reported and risk of attrition bias is,
therefore, low. Since almost half the studies included were
retrospective, these were most likely to be associated with
a higher risk of bias than prospectively designed studies.
Risks for selection and allocation concealment bias were
observed in some prospective papers, e.g. use of a system-
atic sampling method for selection of the patients,28
unclear allocation details,18 or simply no information on
patient selection.26 Because blinding the method of adher-
ence assessment is difficult and/or impossible in a study
context, self-reporting through questionnaires is common-
ly used, generating bias (e.g. recall bias), and possibly over-
estimating adherence. 
In general, the extent of medication adherence was

explicitly reported in the studies. However, when investi-
gated, the clinical outcome definitions were sometimes
unclear, making its relationship with adherence difficult to
interpret.22,35

Discussion

This study reveals that, despite the long-term survival
benefit that is offered by recent BCR-ABL inhibitor thera-
py, many patients with CML are non-adherent to their
medication. This is a critical concern for CML practition-
ers and patients since suboptimal adherence has been
shown to negatively affect treatment success, in addition
to increasing healthcare costs. 
The dramatic impact of suboptimal adherence in

patients with CML as shown in this review, explains the

emphasis placed on understanding the problem through a
deep analysis of the existing evidence. Unfortunately, we
identified various methodological issues that hinder com-
parisons being made across studies, and especially across
medications, in addition to multiple sources of potential
bias. We noted great heterogeneity in the definitions of
adherence, including a lack of explanation about the use of
the 80-90% cut off to distinguish across adherent and non-
adherent patients with CML. Methods of assessment
were not systematically reported, despite literature indi-
cating that results of adherence depend greatly on the
method of assessment.55 In addition, due to the varying
study designs, different measurement methods of adher-
ence were utilized, which could lead to different adher-
ence estimates. As commonly found in the literature on
adherence, higher estimates of adherence were observed
in prospective studies, compared with retrospective stud-
ies.56-59 A recent publication describing the taxonomy
defining adherence to medications, defined this term as
the process by which patients take their medication as
prescribed, further divided into 3 quantifiable phases: ‘ini-
tiation’, ‘implementation’ and ‘discontinuation’.60 In the
current review, none of the studies assessed adherence to
BCR-ABL inhibitors across these different treatment phas-
es.
Each assessment method is associated with strengths

and limitations, but in practice none of these methods
have been shown to be superior to the others. For exam-
ple, adherence metrics based on pharmacy refill data
assessment methods are more likely to identify treatment
discontinuation, but are less sensitive to suboptimal
implementation of the dosing regimen, which is a specific
concern in CML. Therefore, other measures rather than
refill records are required to assess treatment adherence in
this disease. The use of refill records is based on the
assumption that treatment gaps are due to patients not
refilling prescriptions. However, patients can be incorrect-
ly classified as non-adherent if the drug has been discon-
tinued by the clinician, and dose interruptions can be dic-
tated by a physician.18,20,32 Biological markers may be more
accurate for adherence measurement, but are costly, little
used, and require additional tissue or blood samples and
further laboratory testing. In support of the use of such
markers, imatinib plasma levels may predict adherence
and clinical response, and hence serve as a guide to opti-
mizing therapy in CML patients.47-49 More recently, studies
have indicated that higher imatinib plasma levels correlate
with clinical responses and compliance, and also suggest
that plasma levels are a means to assess drug toxicity and
management of imatinib therapy in patients with CML.61,62 
Of interest, recently a self-assessment questionnaire

received preliminary validation in patients with CML
receiving imatinib treatment, allowing health care profes-
sionals to assess patient adherence during their routine
clinical practice.63
A study using MEMS® over a 1-year period reported that

adherence correlates to drug concentrations in plasma,
thus indicating the successful use of electronically moni-
tored dosing histories for modeling pharmacokinetic
data.64 Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis suggested that
electronic-monitoring feedback is potentially an effective
approach to enhance patient adherence to medications.65
In the current review on adherence to BCR-ABL inhibitors
for the treatment of CML, only 3 studies measured adher-
ence through an electronic monitor. Nevertheless, the
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potential impact of electronic monitors as an adherence
intervention for providing feedback to CML patients
and/or healthcare practitioners on adherence requires fur-
ther validation in CML. Measuring adherence by compar-
ing standard-of-care interventions with and without elec-
tronic reminders has not yet been performed in patients
with CML.
Missing patient and/or treatment data prevented a full

interpretation of certain studies on adherence, especially
those attempting to compare adherence between medica-
tions.20,22,23,26-29,31,32,35,52 It appears that adherence is superior
in patients taking 2nd generation BCR-ABL inhibitors com-
pared with imatinib, as presented in 2 conference abstracts
from the literature.36,43 Contradictory conclusions on
adherence across 2nd generation drugs were observed in
this review.31,33 
From the study by Wu and colleagues,31 we find it plau-

sible that a large pool of patients treated by the previous
label (higher) dosage of dasatinib (i.e. 140 mg/day) drove
the favorable adherence to nilotinib over dasatinib. Even
though the additional analyses by medication dosage sub-
sequently published by Guerin and colleagues66 confirmed
this result, then the retrospective design of the study, in
addition to the strong discrepancy on base-line comorbidi-
ties and CML severity across medication groups, still pre-
vent us from drawing firm conclusions. A recently pub-
lished retrospective analysis also reported better adher-
ence with nilotinib over dasatinib while using a ratio
between received daily dose and prescribed daily dose.67
In contrast, but confirming the results from Yood and

colleagues,33 2 conference abstracts from the literature
search reported a better adherence with dasatinib over
nilotinib.43,45 Among patients receiving second-line CML
treatments, those receiving dasatinib (100 mg) had higher
rates of adherence using MPR than those receiving nilo-
tinib (800 mg) (75% versus 69%, respectively) from a US
retrospective analysis.45 This was also the case in a recent
US and EU cross-sectional survey of CML patients using
self-reported adherence to their BCR-ABL therapy
through a designed questionnaire.43 Patients receiving
dasatinib reported fewer missed/skipped doses or had
taken less than prescribed dose over the previous four
weeks compared to patients receiving nilotinib. Even a
marginally significant trend (P=0.062) was found between
patients on dasatinib (23.7%) and patients on nilotinib
(42.9%) for missing doses. However, it is important to
mention that the observed difference on adherence should
not be over-interpreted, as the difference could result from
different methods being used across studies to measure
adherence.
Comparative analyses on adherence between BCR-ABL

inhibitors need to be further explored in more appropri-
ately designed studies as most of this existing evidence is
based on retrospective studies.31,33,45,67
Few studies adjusted their estimates by disease severi-

ty,15,18,20,22,24,31,50 but most did not adjust by comorbidities,
thereby potentially under-estimating the real impact of
adherence.
The review improves our awareness on barriers to

adherence, but this remains incomplete. Similar to many
chronic diseases, increased medication dose and drug Aes
are negatively associated with adherence in CML disease,
and can predict for suboptimal adherence.14,15,20,21 Patients
with lower adherence rates may experience higher QoL if
they experience fewer side effects, the conclusion being

that adherence rates may be influenced more by how the
patient copes with the AEs as opposed to whether or not
they experience side effects.21 However, no data are avail-
able to provide information on the relationship between
adherence and QoL to support this hypothesis.
As also observed in other chronic diseases, such as HIV

infection,68,69 regimen complexity seems to be another bar-
rier to CML medication adherence as described by the
recent cross-sectional study in the US and EU.43
Difficulties related to treatment following BCR-ABL
inhibitor therapy has been shown to be a significant factor
affecting adherence, with dietary and dosing restrictions
being associated with greater difficulty. Non-adherence
and self-reported difficulties related to treatment were sig-
nificantly and positively correlated (r=0.22; P<0.003),
implying that as treatment difficulty increases, non-adher-
ence increases. Contradictory evidence is available in the
literature regarding the impact of dosing frequency on
adherence.70-72 However, the addition of other constraints
such as food or storage conditions may increase the risk
for non-adherence. Furthermore, many patients treated
with oral antineoplastics (including treatment for CML) do
not understand the impact of timing their medications
with food in relation to clinical outcomes,73 hence compro-
mising their ability to fully comply with the treatment reg-
imen instructions.
Patient-reported personal factors associated with adher-

ence behavior suggest that social support, being appropri-
ately informed, and concomitant drug burden are the main
factors impacting adherence to long-term imatinib thera-
py.74
Importantly, it is unknown whether there is any drug

forgiveness for non-adherence (i.e. the non-adherence
margin without clinically significant impact on outcomes,
or in other words, the ability of a drug regimen to main-
tain the best clinically relevant therapeutic effect despite
suboptimal adherence) and whether this can be defined
for CML, or indeed ideally for all oral cancer therapies.
Data from a follow-on analysis of the ADAGIO trial in
imatinib-treated patients revealed that this margin of non-
adherence is almost non-existent; the disease and/or the
drug is ‘unforgiving’.75 Even minor deviations from the
prescribed regimen appear to be associated with poorer
clinical outcomes.14 Because of this narrow margin of non-
adherence, precise implementation of the imatinib dosing
regimen is essential for the effective treatment of CML.13
Many of the included studies did not observe adherence

over a long period of time. However, adherence to ima-
tinib appears to decrease as treatment duration increases.23
From a real-world retrospective study conference
abstract,34 we found that patients who received long-term
imatinib therapy showed declining adherence as meas-
ured by MPR below 85%. In particular, evaluation of
adherence by treatment dose and duration described that
medication adherence was lower with a longer duration of
treatment for all dose categories (i.e. the MPR and treat-
ment interruptions were lower for patients whose treat-
ment duration was greater than the median for all dose
categories). Similarly, treatment interruptions increased as
treatment duration increased. In another conference
abstract,40 long-term imatinib therapy showed a decrease
in adherence of approximately 5% at the second year of
follow up compared to the first year, which confirms a
similar decrease observed at approximately 2.5 years of
follow up in the Halpern et al. study.23 This highlights the
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importance of ensuring that available solutions to improve
adherence are feasible for long-term therapy.
As observed also in other chronic diseases,76 the litera-

ture on interventions to improve adherence with CML
medications remains surprisingly weak considering the
negative impact that suboptimal adherence has on health
outcomes. Only a small subset of studies have suggested
drivers of potentially effective interventions in CML, and
only one tested a program to enhance adherence,28 but
there are no studies linking improved adherence to
improvements in other outcomes such as morbidity, mor-
tality, QoL, quality of care, patient satisfaction, healthcare
utilization and costs.
This review found adherence problems with imatinib

treatment to be associated with excessive resource use or
costs which was also confirmed by a recent conference
abstract showing a lower rate of resource use with a high-
er rate of adherence with dasatinib.45 However, all studies
analyzing the impact of adherence on costs were US
based, limiting their generalizability. Furthermore, studies
used charges as proxy for costs. However, charges have
been criticized because they do not reflect real costs77 and
they do not take into account the various levels of co-pay-
ment, deductibles, and co-insurances. As observed in
other chronic conditions,78,79 hospitalization is a substan-
tial cost driver of non-adherence. However, it is not clear
if this result is driven by the inclusion of more severe or
advanced patients with CML in the studies. Cost offsets
due to improved adherence may not be as prominent for
healthier patients. 
This review yielded a broad search strategy that pre-

vented the likelihood of missing relevant studies, as well
as providing a large research scope so that the results of
this literature review can support decisions on best study
design for future research into adherence in CML. We
included non-peer-reviewed research (conference
abstracts) in the search; this is known to be associated
with lower rigorous and scientific credibility than fully
peer-reviewed publications. However, with regards to the
paucity of peer-reviewed papers on adherence in CML,
excluding this gray literature would have substantially
eroded the extent of the information raised from our
research. Findings from these conference abstracts were,
however, reported in the present Discussion section if
they were considered to be able to balance or confirm
results obtained from peer-reviewed publications, as well
as if they explored new interesting facets of the problem
of adherence in CML (e.g. impact of treatment difficulty,
comparative analyses on adherence across 2nd generation
BCR-ABL inhibitors, or impact of treatment duration). 
It is worth noting that adherence is more than just stick-

ing with a regimen, since it also comprises persistence, i.e.
how long the patient follows the treatment plan.
However, in the present review, we excluded the search
term ‘persistence’ to avoid retrieving the studies on cure of
the disease,80 although this might have resulted in exclud-
ing key studies.

Recommendations
As a result of this systematic review and the follow-up

discussion with the advisory committee, recommenda-
tions can be made for future studies of adherence to BCR-
ABL inhibitor treatment in CML.
A robust taxonomy should be adopted to describe and

define adherence to CML medications, and any attempt to

quantify and compare the extent of medication adherence
should distinguish across the different treatment phases,
‘initiation’, ‘implementation’ and ‘discontinuation’. There
is a clear need for prospective studies with reliable and
richly sampled measurement of adherence to better char-
acterize implementation and define each drug’s forgive-
ness margin in order to remove the caveats associated
with retrospective studies. Depending on the study set-
tings and objectives, different adherence measurement
methods that are straightforward to implement in daily
practice can be investigated and combined. For example,
electronic prescription databases are best suited to esti-
mate treatment initiation and pharmacy refill data support
treatment discontinuation (i.e. persistence), whereas elec-
tronic monitoring is useful for treatment implementation.
Hence, a combination of methods for assessing treatment
adherence is desirable, ideally with electronic methods
and monitoring being mandatory in the particular context
of clinical studies. Easier methods should be implemented
in daily practice, including but not limited to electronic
methodology such as mobile phone reminders. The more
sophisticated methodologies such as MEMS® are unlikely
to find their application in routine practice. Finally, the
observation of an optimal therapeutic effect remains one
of the most reliable adherence assessment methods.
Establishing non-adherence margins, assessing the degree
of ‘forgiveness’ for BCR-ABL inhibitors against the
observed deviation from the prescribed dosing regimen,
and defining the adherence patterns that have the highest
likelihood of compromising each treatment efficacy, are all
crucial.
Additional research is needed across BCR-ABL

inhibitors on adherence, especially between the 2nd gener-
ation BCR-ABL inhibitors dasatinib and nilotinib, with
appropriate study designs and populations to guide deci-
sions regarding prescription medicine. Furthermore, sim-
plifying treatment regimens may result in improved adher-
ence.
More and consistent information is needed on clarifying

the predictors of suboptimal adherence as well as on iden-
tifying specific risk groups for suboptimal adherence early
in the course of the disease. 
Performing long-term follow-up research on the impact

that suboptimal adherence has on outcomes will help
identify intervention components supporting patients to
stay on treatment. Furthermore, the interventions should
be specific to each patient, taking into account both inten-
tional and unintentional reasons for non-adherence to the
prescribed treatment.21 
As expressed during the advisory committee discussion,

the findings of this literature review reveal that subopti-
mal adherence in CML is likely to be under-estimated and
that the subsequent burden can be dramatic for the
patients. The participants recognized a need for greater
education on adherence of treatment stakeholders, as also
mentioned in recent publications.14,25,44,81,82 Nurses who are
strong patient advocates should also participate in adher-
ence monitoring during the therapy.83 If patients are ulti-
mately accountable for adhering to their prescribed treat-
ment, they can be supported through effective communi-
cation and partnership with their healthcare providers.
Demonstrating the economic benefit of implementing

adherence-improving programs in CML, along with the
clinical benefits achieved with adherence, may be required
to widely promote their adoption by the decision makers.
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Conclusion

This review confirms that suboptimal adherence to CML
medication has a deleterious impact on the course of the
illness and is associated with increased healthcare costs.
However, despite the importance of medication adherence
in CML, its evaluation is still an open field of research, as
gaps in the existing evidence and the heterogeneous meth-
ods used mean that the findings are difficult to interpret. In
particular, further identification and recognition of non-
adherence problems through the use of valid definitions
and tools are warranted so that simple and effective pre-
ventive strategies can be researched and tested in treated
CML populations. In accordance with this, any compari-
son between treatments and studies will not be reliable

without the appropriate adherence metrics in place. The
heterogeneity of the studies prevented an accurate identifi-
cation of CML patients who might be at risk for subopti-
mal adherence, which reinforces the need for greater
scrutiny by medicine providers of adherence, as well as a
strong partnership and communication with the patients. 
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